
4) When Mrs. Matt comes at 5 pm, Anna for �ve hours.  (study)

3) By this September, Ryan his wedding.  (announce)

2) I think the scientists one more planet by 2025.  (discover)

1) By 2030, the Smiths in Florida for a decade.  (reside)

8) I ready in an hour, and then we can go out.  (get)

7) The girls the resources by next week.  (exhaust)

6) By December, Annie credit cards for �ve months.  (sell)

5) Sam the chocolates by the time we reach home.  (devour)

Complete each sentence using the future perfect or future perfect progressive

form of the verb given.

Future Perfect: It is used to say that something will be �nished by a

particular time in the future.

Example: from college by 2025. I will have graduated

Future Perfect Progressive:

Example: will have been studying in this school for two years beforeRob

I join this fall. 

Future Perfect or Future Perfect Progressive?
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Name :

a point in the future.

It refers to an action that will continue up until
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4) When Mrs. Matt comes at 5 pm, Anna for �ve hours.  (study)will have been studying

3) By this September, Ryan his wedding.  (announce)will have announced

2) I think the scientists one more planet by 2025.  (discover)will have discovered

1) By 2030, the Smiths in Florida for a decade.  (reside)will have been residing

8) I ready in an hour, and then we can go out.  (get)will have gotten

7) The girls the resources by next week.  (exhaust)will have exhausted

6) By December, Annie credit cards for �ve months.  (sell)will have been selling

5) Sam the chocolates by the time we reach home.  (devour)will have devoured

Complete each sentence using the future perfect or future perfect progressive

form of the verb given.

Future Perfect: It is used to say that something will be �nished by a

particular time in the future.

Example: from college by 2025. I will have graduated

Future Perfect Progressive:

Example: will have been studying in this school for two years beforeRob

I join this fall. 

Answer Key
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